Let k be an algebraically closed eld of characteristic p and for each n > 0 let W(n) denote the group of Witt vectors of length n. W(n) is a commutative algebraic group. For reference, see Jacobson 2], Serre 6]. One of the important properties of the Witt groups is the following: Every commutative algebraic k-group whose underlying variety is an a ne space is a homomorphic image of products of W(n). We compute the rational cohomology of W(n) for n 2.
The ring of Witt vectors
Let W = Q(x i ; y j ; z k ); 0 i; j; k < m be a polynomial Q algebra and let W n = W W be an n-fold product of W with componentwise addition \ + " and multiplication \ ". De ne a new addition \ " and multiplication \ " on W n as follows: a b = ?1 ( a + b) ( 
Witt groups
The underlying abelian group of W n , denoted by W(n) is a commutative algebraic group. It is commonly known as the Witt group of dimension, or length, n. There are natural homomorphisms among W(n) for various n 1:
(1) The Frobenius homomorphism: F : W m ! W m : F(a) = (a p 0 ; : : : ; a p n?1 ), ( 2) The restriction homomorphism: R : W m ! W m?1 : R(a) = (a 0 ; : : : ; a n?2 ), (3) The shift homomorphism V : W m ! W m+1 : V (a) = (0; a 0 ; : : : ; a n?1 ).
R, F and V commute with each other and their product RFV is multiplication by p. Similar to the ring W n , the Hopf algebra associated to W(n) is constructed rst in characteristic 0, then followed by reduction mod p. Over the eld of rational numbers Q, consider the associated algebra Q y 0 ; ; y n?1 ] of the additive Q-vector group G n a . For 0 j < n let x j = (y i ) = p j y j + p j? 1 To compute H (W (n); k) for n 2 we apply the Hochschild-Serre's spectral sequence E ;
For n = 2 and p 3
The di erential in C (W (n); k) is given by (3), (4) and ( Since V n?2 y j (i + 1) = y j?n+2 (i + 1), and V n?2 x j (i) = x j?n+2 (i), where y j (i + 1) = x j (i) = 0 for j < 0, we get d 2 x n?1 (i) = y n?2 (i + 1) modulo the ideal (x 0 (i)); from the naturality and from the result for n = 2. Hence E ; 3 (n) is isomorphic to the formular in the theorem, and we see that E ; 3 (n) = E ; 1 (n) by the same reason as in the case n = 2. The proof for the case p = 2 is by similar arguments exchanging y j (i + 1) with x j (i) 2 .
Corollary 3.3 The map F on H (W (n); k) induced from the Frobenius map is injective.
Proof: This follows from the Theorem since F x j (i) = x j (i+1) and F y j (i+1) = y j (i+2).
4 Higher Bockstein operations
Recall that H (W (n); k) is generated by y n?1 (i + 1) and x 0 (i). We may and will hereafter assume that y n?1 (i + 1) 2 H 2 (W (n); k) has a representative in C 2 Hence the theorem is true for n = 1. Now suppose 1 x = = n x = 0. The last equality implies there is an algebraic group homomorphism q : G ! W(n) with q x 0 (0) = x and q y n?1 (1) = 0 in H (G; k). Let x 2 C 1 (G; k) be such that @ 1x represents q y n?1 (1) in C 2 (G; k). De ne a map : k W(n + 1)] ! k G] as follows: j k x 0 ;:::;x n?1 ] = q and (x n ) =x. The map is a map of Hopf algebra such that x 0 (0) = x and y n (1) := n+1 x. This nishes the proof of the theorem. As a consequence of this Theorem, we can explicitly write down n in the cobar complex. Since q n y n?2 (1) = n?1 (x 0 ) 6 = 0 in the E 2 term of the spectral sequence associated to the rst extension, we know that q a x n?1 (0) 6 = 0 in H (G a ; k) since d 2 x n?1 (0) = y n?2 (1) 2 H 2 (W (n?1); k). Hence q a y n?1 (1) = q a x n?1 (0) 6 = 0 in E ; 2 . Since y n?1 (1) is permanent, so is q a y n?1 (1) which is n ( x 0 ).
The group V (n)
Every commutative a ne algebraic group over k whose underlying varity is an a ne nspace is isogeneous to a product of Witt groups. I.e. it is an extension of a product of Witt groups by a nite abelian group. Those groups that are of interest to us in this work are the ones that are isomorphic as algebraic group to a product Q m i W(n i ), when n i n i+1 and P n i = n. For n = m we get the additive vector group G n a and for m = 1 we get W(n). See 6] . For each integer n 2, let V (n) be the commutative linear algebraic group isomorphic to a subgroup of the unipotent group U(n) consisting of n n upper triangular matrices such 7 that each entry along an o diagonal is constant. More precisely, a matrix a i;j ] 2 V (n) if a i;j = i;j for i j, and a i;j = a i+r;j+r for i < j and 0 r n?i. The coordinate algebra k V (n)] is a polynomial algebra k a 1 ; : : : ; a n?1 ] with comultiplication 4a i = P i j=0 a j a i?j , where, by convension, a 0 = 1. V (n) is the so called big Witt group of length n, or Witt group at all prime simultaneously. It isomorphic as an algebraic group to a product of Witt groups.
where for each i, r i is the smallest positive integer such that p r i n=i. See 6] chapter 5. This decomposition, together with the rational cohomology of W(n) computed in the previous section immediately yield H (V (n); k). However we can compute H (V (n); k) directly. Using the higher Bockstein operation we will prove (9) by showing that there is a tensor decomposition of H (V (n); k) in terms of H (W (m); k). Like in W(n), there exist the Frobenius, the restriction and the shift homomorphisms for V (n) and we will also denote them by F, R and V respectively. These maps induce various extensions, in particular
(10) with the associated Hochschild-Serre's spectral sequence E p;q 2 (n + 1) = H p (V (n); H q (G a ; k)) =) H p+q (V (n + 1); k): (11) Let us denote by S(n) (resp. E(n)) the symmetric algebra S( ky n (i + 1)) (resp. exterior algebra E( kx n (i))). For p = 2, let y n (i + 1) = x n (i) 2 . On the otherhand, let P(n) be the nite dimensional subalgebra of the Steenrod algebra generated by the reduced powers P p 0 ; : : : ; P p n . Its dual Hopf algebra is P(n) = k Therefore H (G(n) n?1 ; k) is important in homotopy theories. However the computations seem di cult except for p = 2 and n 3 which we now show.
Consider the spectral sequence arises from the extension 1 ! G a2 ! G(3) 2 
